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Getting Started: Establishing Independent Reading Skills 
 

Aims: 

 To establish routines and procedures for independent reading. 

 To equip children with the knowledge and skills for independent selection and discussion 
Tips: 

 Judge the amount of time to spend on different skills-based learning according to needs of 
children, prioritising lessons as appropriate. 

 Make sure that procedures are clearly demonstrated, allowing for sharing time at the end of 
lessons. 

 
 
Day 1 - Selecting books and enjoying quiet reading 
Use school library or book corner to show… 
- Organisation of books (categorisation by author, genre, topic, series, reading level, award winners, etc) 
- How to take out and return books 
- Create a ‘Independent reading chart’, remembering to include clear expectations such as noise level, 
behaviour, etc.  
 
Day 2 - How readers choose books 
- Discuss with children why they choose particular books over others for reading. Create a chart that lists 
potential ways of choosing books. 
- Ways we choose books: 

 Front cover 

 Back cover information, including blurb 

 Another book in the series 

 Interesting title 

 Great illustrations 

 Authors we know and like 

 Book recommendations from teachers, friends and critics 

 Books that are movies 

 Genres we like to read 

 Try the beginning or read some of the middle 

 ‘Must read’ shelf in library or classroom 

 New/popular book 

 Sequel to book already read 

 Heard it read aloud 

 Read it before and enjoyed it 
 
Day 3 - Making good book choices 
- With younger children, create a reader’s toolkit for how difficult words can be read, for example by 
sounding out words, splitting words, reading on and using illustrations. 
- Discuss the difference between ‘easy,’ ‘just right’ and ‘challenging’ books. For example: 

 ‘easy’ books – fun to read, books to read to relax, not a lot of effort needed to read or understand 

 ‘just right’ – understand well and can enjoy, have to slow down in a few places to work out a word 
or think more about the meaning, this is the type of text you should be reading most of the time 

 ‘challenging’ books – difficult to read, hard to understand words and most of what is written, you 
would choose these books to find some facts on particular topics 

- Five-finger method.  The child chooses a page to read in the book and holds up their hand.  Every time 
an unknown word is encountered, the child puts a finger down.  If they encounter five unknown words on 
a page and all fingers are down, then that book is not at an appropriate reading level for that child. 
 
Day 4 - Thinking and talking about reading 
- Teacher think-aloud (active reading where the teacher demonstrates thinking about what the author is 
saying, asks questions, responds with feelings, etc.) 
- Post-it note thoughts/feelings when reading. Show how to do this to mark places in a book where 
understanding is not secure or there are thoughts that the reader would like to share 
- List the kinds of thinking on a ‘Think aloud’ chart 
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Day 5 - How to talk about books with others 
- Place children in groups of two or three where they are to talk what is capturing their interest in the book 
they are reading 
- Make a following chart to show children how to ‘Talk about books effectively.’ 

 All members of the group can see each other 

 One person talks at a time 

 The listeners look at the speaker 

 Members listen to understand what the speaker is saying 

 When speaker is finished talking, each member shares thoughts or questions about what has 
been shared 

 The next speaker takes a turn 
 
Day 6 - Abandoning books 
- When a reader stops reading a book, it’s called ‘abandoning the book.’ 
- It is important to give the book a chance before it is abandoned. Make a chart with the class that lists 
reasons ‘Why a Book may be Abandoned.’ 

 Too easy or too difficult 

 Boring – not interesting or dislike the genre 

 Too long before the action begins 

 Disappointing sequel 

 Expected something different from author 

 Don’t like the characters or point of view 

 Too sad, scary or confusing 

 Found another book of interest 

 Plot is confusing 

 Print is too hard to read 

 Too similar to another book 

 Not good for now but might go back to it 
 
Blind date - Children choose an unseen book(wrapped) and commit to three dates with the book.  They 
can then finish it/drop it/or recommend to others.   
 
Day 7 - Distinguishing between fiction and non-fiction 
- Make a list of books read and discuss which falls into the category of fiction and non-fiction. Discuss 
differences between the two genres. 
 
Day 8 - Different kinds of fiction 
- Teachers should have different kinds of fiction books to show the class. During sharing time, have 
children share the type of fiction book they are reading and explain why they believe it is that type.  
- Fiction texts include: Historical fiction, Realistic fiction, Science fiction, Fantasy, Folktales, Fairytales, 
Myths and Legends. 
           - Different kinds of non-fiction  
- Discuss with children that non-fiction texts give accurate, truthful information. 
- Two types of non-fiction texts are: 

 Informational texts (give information about history or other subjects) 

 Biographical texts (tell about people’s lives) 
 
Day 9 - Keeping a record of reading 
- Model to children the types of entries that are suitable in reading records, e.g. acknowledgement about 
what has happened in the text, which words have been tricky to read and predictions about what may 
happen next. 
 
Day 10 – Guidelines for working together 
- Create a chart that outlines how we can work together 
 
 


